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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new approach based on object sparse
representation (OSR) for object tracking. The OSR method
implemented by L1-norm minimization is robust to the par-
tial occlusion and deterioration in object images. Firstly, we
dynamically construct a set of samples in a predicted search-
ing window in a new video frame, on which the sparse repre-
sentation of the tracked object can be calculated by the OSR
method. This procedure can automatically select the subset
of the samples as a basis which most compactly expresses
the object with small residuals and rejects all other possible
but less compact representations. In terms of this sparse and
compact representation, the instantaneous tracking result is
achieved in the new video frame. Extensive comparative ex-
periments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach especially in occlusion context.

Index Terms— Object tracking, sparse representation,
L1-norm minimization

1. INTRODUCTION

Visual object tracking is to automatically find the same object
in adjacent frames from a video sequence after the object’s lo-
cation is initialized. It plays an important role in many video
based applications, such as human computer interaction sys-
tems, intelligent surveillance and robotics [1] etc.

The previous research on object tracking has fallen into
three different categories: motion models, searching methods
and object representation.

Motion models improve the tracking stabilization by pre-
dicting the object’s location in a new frame based on its his-
torical motion characteristics. Early works used a Kalman
filter [2] to provide solutions that are optimal for a linear and
Gaussian model. The particle filter, also known as the se-
quential Monte Carlo method, has been applied to tracking
problems under the name Condensation [3].

Searching methods use various matching strategies to find
object’s location in a new video frame. Robust and fast simi-
larity measure such as mean-shift algorithm [4] has been ap-
plied to find the optimal solution for tracking.

Object representation is another key part of tracking.
Color [5], contour [6] and feature point [7] features are em-

ployed to represent the object. In addition, there have been
enormous efforts on finding the “optimal” features for track-
ing by discriminating the object with its background. In
[8], an appearance-adaptive model is incorporated in filter
frameworks to realize adaptive visual tracking.

Based on modern investigation and study in human vision
system (HVS), sparse representation of an object has been
brought out [9], where Wright et al. showed that using parsi-
mony as the principle for choosing a limited subset of models
from a model set is more effective for object representation.
Considering the basic issue of a tracking problem is to lo-
cate a specific object in a searching window in a new frame,
it is reasonable to make a hypothesis that the tracked object
can be represented as a linear superposition of the samples
just inside the searching window. In addition, the searching
window is always much larger than the tracked object region,
leading to a sparse coefficient vector of the linear superpo-
sition, since coefficients corresponding to samples obtained
from background (named negative samples) tend to be zeros.
Inspired by the basic issue of tracking and the work of [9], we
cast the object tracking as finding a sparse representation of
the object based on a sample set.

In this paper, our method is different from [10] mainly in
the construction of the sample set and the location scheme of
the object in current frame. We dynamically construct the set
based on the instantaneous tracking result, which can ensure
the adaption to the appearances variations of the object and its
background in current tracking frame and lead to more stable
tracking results. In addition, we cast the samples with their
coefficients as an estimator of the object’s distribution in the
searching window. Comparisons in details between the above
two tracking approaches will be given in section 3.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Details
of our approach are described in section 2; Experiments are
given in section 3, and conclusions in section 4.

2. OBJECT SPARSE REPRESENTATION FOR
TRACKING

The key of object tracking is to find the object location (x,y)
and its scale s in a searching window of a new video frame.
The flow chart of our tracking algorithm is shown in Fig.1.
We will discuss details of the approach in section 2.1, 2.2,
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and 2.3.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the proposed tracking algorithm.

2.1. Sample set construction

A sample set is dynamically constructed in a new tracking
frame based on a searching window (the black rectangle in
Fig.2a), which is a rectangle of size WxH surrounding the
previous tracking result. This window can be determined with
a Kalman filter method with constant velocity motion model
[2]. Each sample in the set is defined as a sub-window of the
searching window (the red rectangle in Fig.2b). A sample rec-
tangle in the window is specified by r=(x,y,s) with 0<x<W,
0<y<H, s>0. This sample set is almost infinitely large. For
practical reasons, it is reduced as follows:

1. The (x,y) varies with the step of n pixels in horizontal
and vertical orientations;

2. The s is uniformly sampled from 0.8 to 1.2 times of the
tracked object’s size, when (x,y) is fixed.

These restrictions lead to reasonable number of samples in
the set. Supposing that we totally obtain K samples for con-
structing the set {Si

t,i=1...K} for the tth video frame, where
most of the samples are associated with the background, and
a few of them are parts of or the whole object (shown in
Fig.2c). When the set is fixed, a composite visual feature set
(HOGC [8]) Ai

t, which is a 120 dimension vector including
both color and gradient histograms, is extracted to descript its
corresponding sample Si

t. HOGC can capture both the color
and contour characteristics. Then we can obtain a feature set
At={Ai

t,i=1...K} for all the samples at frame t.

2.2. Object sparse representation (OSR)

Since the key issue of a tracking problem is to locate a spe-
cific object in a searching window, therefore, when we obtain

Fig. 2. (a) The searching window of the object. (b) A sample.
(c) Examples in the sample set.

the sample set at frame t, the tracked object can be formally
represented as

Atψt ≈ F (1)

where F is the feature vector of the tracked object in the com-
posite feature space, ψt={ψi

t ,i=1...K} is a coefficient vector
associated with At and F, and ψi

t is the coefficient of the ith
sample in the set at frame t. Although above model can also
be complex ones, we shall first assume that a linear system is
considered in our paper from both efficiency requirement of a
real application and ease of representation.

In a real tracking condition, the searching window is al-
ways much larger than the tracked object region, therefore
there are finite samples which contain the characteristic of the
tracked object and play roles in the linear superposition, sup-
posing there are r nonzero coefficients in ψt={ψi

t ,i=1...K} we
can reasonably infer that r¿K. In this case, we say that the
object has an r-sparse representation on the sample set. As the
set contains some redundant samples, representing objects in
parsimony way becomes an important step for a good track-
ing system. Minimizing L0-norm is the principle to obtain a
sparse representation, which is, however, a NP-hard problem.
Recent development in the theory of compact sensing shows
that the solution of L1-norm minimization subject to a linear
system of the samples can be used to find sparse enough rep-
resentation of the object. In terms of the set At and F, a sparse
representation is computed as follows:

min ||ψt||1, subject to Atψt = F (2)

where ‖ · ‖1 represents the L1-norm.
Since real images are noisy, it may not be possible to ex-

actly express the object directly with a sparse representation
of the samples. To model the noise in the video frame, we
empirically consider a noise term as ε=0.1, therefore the Eq.
(2) is modified as follows:

min ||ψt||1, subject to ||Atψt − F||2 ≤ ε (3)

where ‖·‖2 represents the L2-norm. This model can be solved
in polynomial time by a linear programming or quadratic pro-
gramming method [11].

By solving Eq. (3), the vector of r-sparse coefficients can
be obtained. An example of the coefficient vector is given
in Fig. 3, where we use 100 samples to calculate the sparse
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representation of a tracked object. It can be seen from Fig. 3c
that there are about 10 coefficients of the vector are nonzero,
showing the high sparsity.

Fig. 3. (a) The tracked object. (b) The searching window in
the video frame. (c) The sparse coefficient vector.

2.3. Validation of the searching window and Object
tracking based on OSR

Validation of the searching window or the object is another
critical problem in the visual object tracking. In the dominant
approaches, the residuals between the object with the instan-
taneous tracking result are used for validation. In [9], they
show the coefficients in the vector ψt={ψi

t ,i=1...K} are bet-
ter statistics for validation than the residuals. In the proposed
tracking approach we effectively determine the validation of
the searching window based on the coefficient vector. Sup-
posing ψt is the sparse solution of Eq. (3) at frame t, we
define the sparsity ratio (SR) of ψt as follows:

SR(ψt) =

∑
i

δ(ψi
t)

K
, (4)

δ(ψi
t) =

{
1, if |ψi

t | > 0.1
0, otherwise

(5)

We choose a threshold τ=0.2 and accept the searching win-
dow at frame t as valid if SR(ψt)< τ and reject as invalid
otherwise shown in Fig. 4d.

Fig. 4. (a) The tracked object. (b) The searching window in
the tth video frame. (c) The sparse solution. (d) The valida-
tion of the searching window.

When we accept the searching window of the current
frame as valid, the object sparse representation (OSR) cal-
culated by L1-norm minimization can automatically select

samples which most compactly express the object. There-
fore, samples with bigger coefficients always appear more
representative to the tracked object which is shown in Fig.3c.
To track the object, we propose an approach using the sam-
ples with their coefficients as an estimator of the distribution
of the object in the searching window. Therefore, the instan-
taneous object position and scale at frame t can be calculated
as follows:

Ot(x, y, s) =
∑

i

Si
t(x, y, s) ∗ ψi

t (6)

where Ot(x, y, s) is the instantaneous tracking result at frame
t with location (x,y) and scale s, Si

t(x, y, s) is the ith sample at
frame t.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, experiments with comparisons are carried out
to validate the proposed approach. The experimental videos
are from VIVID, CAVIAR and SDL data set [12]. The ob-
jects include moving humans and vehicles. Two challenging
tracking examples shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are used to compare
the proposed tracking approach with the method in [10].

The first video in Fig. 5 from the SDL data set includes
serious object occlusions (360th and 840th frames) and ap-
pearance variations (520th frame). Our approach can track
the object robustly; while the method in [10] loses the object
and the tracking window quickly degenerates to a small point
(360th, 520th and 840th frames). The tracking results of this
video show that the proposed approach can effectively deal
with partial occlusions and appearance variations.

(a) 55th frame 360th frame 520th frame 840th frame

(b) 55th frame 360th frame 520th frame 840th frame

Fig. 5. Tracking results with partial occlusions and appear-
ance variations of the tracked object. The tracking result is
marked with black rectangle and the ground truth is with blue
ellipse, once there are tracking errors. (a) Results of our pro-
posed method, and (b) Results of the method in [10].

In the second video from the VIVID data set shown in
Fig. 6, the car being tracked always goes straight along a road.
During the tracking process, the object images have heavy de-
terioration (220th and 480th frames), which results in the de-
generation of its representation in a feature space. The track-
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ing results of this video show that the proposed approach can
effectively deal with deterioration in object images.

Tracking efficiency is another criterion for a real-time
tracking application. In the experiments, our proposed track-
ing approach can work about 20 frames per second averagely,
while about 0.3 frames per second in [10] on a computer with
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU (2.53GHz) and 3GB memory.

To quantitatively evaluate the proposed approach, we use
the average displacement error rate (DER) [8] of 10 video
clips from the above 3 data sets to reflect the performance of
each method. We compare our method with other three rep-
resentative ones, including SIFT based tracking method [7],
Kalman Filter based tracking method [2] and Particle Filter
based method [3]. The results of four methods are shown in
Fig.7. It can be seen from the figures that the average DER
of our method (about 0.05 to 0.12) is smaller than that of
the other three methods in almost the whole tracking process,
showing better performance of our proposed approach.

(a) 120th frame 220th frame 420th frame 480th frame

(b) 120th frame 220th frame 420th frame 480th frame

Fig. 6. Tracking results with deterioration in object images.
The tracking result is marked with black rectangle and the
ground truth is with blue ellipse, once there are tracking er-
rors. (a) Results of our proposed method, and (b) Results of
the method in [10].

Fig. 7. Average DER of four tracking methods.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a novel object tracking ap-
proach based on OSR. The tracking results with comparisons

are provided, which indicates that the proposed tracking ap-
proach achieves state-of-the-art, especially when there are
partial occlusions, distortions and appearances variations of
both objects and their backgrounds.

The new concepts and techniques introduced include the
tracking sample set and object sparse representation. A know-
ing issue in the proposed method is the whole object occlusion
problem, which will be considered in the future works.
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